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QUESTION 1

Your customer is a printing company and every knowledgebase article contains the word "print. 

Which configuration will enable end customer searches to return a single knowledge article result when searching with
"print"? 

A. Add "print" using the stop word editor and add "print" to only one knowledgebase article keyword 

B. Add "print" using the Stop word editor and add "print" to the alias file. 

C. Add "print" to only one knowledgebase article keyword and add "print" to a search priority word and assign multiple
answers. 

D. Add "print" using the stop word editor and add "print" to a search priority word and assign one answer. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: Search Priority Words editor. This feature of Oracle RightNow Knowledge Cloud Service used to be known
as the Topic Words editor in versions released before May2010. This feature (see Figure below) is used to manually 

show an answer at the top of all search results when a certain search term is entered. Entering a search priority word is
helpful when you are confident that you know exactly which answer a customer wants to read when that person enters
a 

particular search term. 

Widely using the Search Priority Words editor is not recommended; instead, use it sparingly for special situations, such
as when you have an umbrella answer. 
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QUESTION 2

Your customer would like some changes to be made in the incident workspace. Which three changes can be made by
using workspace functionality? 

A. Right justify all field labels on the workspace 

B. Copy the value in the Queue menu to a custom field. 

C. Conditionally hide specific product items based on the logged in staff account\\'s profile. 

D. Focus on a specific workspace tab based on the value of a custom field. 

E. Change the color of the Banner Flag based on the incident\\'s severity. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

Note: 
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*RightNow Service provides a standard workspace for working with incidents. The workspace 

defines which fields are available, which buttons are displayed on the ribbon, and how the information is organized on
the content pane. 

*keep in mind that the workspace your profile uses may display a different combination of fields, or it may display them
in a different location on the content pane. 

*example of the standard incidentworkspace. 

 

QUESTION 3

Your customer would like to classify their incidents by the hierarchy of services they provide, and will route customer
web form incidents to agents according to the type of help selected and by service in the hierarchy. 

Select the two statements that would satisfy these requirements. 

A. Use the product field to identify the services and the disposition field to identify the customer\\'s incident type of help. 

B. Use the product field to identify the services and the category field to identify the customer\\'s incident type of help. 
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C. Use the product field to identify the services and an incident custom field to identify the customer\\'s incident type of
help. 

D. Use the category field to identify the customer\\'s incident type of help, and an incident custom field to identify the
services. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 4

Your customer has two different typesof end customersthat will be visitingtheir knowledgebasewebsite. 

The types are "public customers"and "registeredcustomers". 

They would like to presentadditional knowledgebase answersto the registeredcustomers. 

Choose the two statements required to set up this type of environment. 

A. Set up an access level without customer visibility and assign it to the registered customer answers. 

B. Ensure registered customers in to the knowledgebase website and are assigned a service level with the access level
to their account. 

C. Create special Products and Categories for the registered customer answers. 

D. Set up an access level without customer visibility and assign it to all the customer answers. 

E. Create a special public answer status for the registered customer answers. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

Your customer has a single Service level Agreement and applies the service Level Agreement called Reseller when a
contact is a reseller of their services. 

These end customers often have their own ticketing system, and in order to capture the reseller\\'s ticket number, the
customer has requested that their Ask page be upgraded to include an External Ticket Number custom field only when
the logged in contact has a Service level Agreement that only a reseller would have. 

Which two widgets or tags are used to complete your customer\\'s request? 

A. Use the "Conditional" tag with an "sla" attribute. 

B. Use the "FormInput" widget. 

C. Use the "FormInputCustom" widget. 

D. Use the "FormSubmit" widget. 

E. Use the "Field" tag with the "name" attribute. 

Correct Answer: AE 
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